
big and start getting coarse. On up toward a half pound or
anything like that it is coarse and not as juicy as one that
is only a quarter pound or three-sixteenths, or something
like that. Now, that is a good size. I am talking about
how much he weighs when he is caught out of the water. That
is the better fish.

Now, the channel cat is a unique catfish. He does not act
like a polliwog, a street walker, a speckle cat, or a butter
cat. He lives in the channel of the river. You do not
catch him using rotten bait or anything like that. You can
catch him on shrimp, and they have to be fresh shrimp,
usually. In other words, he strikes his bait just like a
bass.

P: Do you fish for them at night or day? Can you tell me how
you fish?

W: Well, usually you have better luck at night or on a real
cloudy day, because they are like all catfish, I suppose:
they are a night creature. In other words, you see more of
them out at night. If you were gigging in the river with a
headlight, then you would see a catfish at nighttime, but
hardly ever do you see one in the daytime. If you are up a
tree looking for mullet, for example, back when a lot of
people shot them with dynamite, you hardly ever saw a
catfish. Sometimes I have seen them school in the daytime,
but that is another story. But they are really a night
creature.

One of the best things [to catch them with], if you can get
them, is crawfish out of the river. Shrimp is good bait,
too. Chicken liver is good if you fish for them with a hook
and line. A channel cat is not quite like a speckle cat, a
butter cat, a blue cat, or a boothead (some people call them
blue and boothead, but they are about the same fish).

P: Or a yellow cat.

W: Well, the yellow cat and the butter cat are about the same
thing. A boothead and blue cat are about the same thing. A
street walker and a speckle cat are about the same thing,
except for the speckle government cat. Now, the speckle
government cat is different. He his just like the channel.
He eats just like a channel, and he looks like one except he
is gray speckled.

P: Does he taste like one?

W: He tastes like one. The government developed them some way
and put them in some lakes. When the river got real high
back in 1948, it overflowed, and some of the fish got into
the Suwannee River. But you never see them anymore. I have
not caught one in a long time. Maybe about ten or twelve
years ago when the river was real high I caught a few, and I
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